Very thick holographic nonspatial filtering of laser beams
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Abstract. A novel device, the nonspatial filter, is described for laser beam cleanup. It is based on the Bragg selectivity of thick holograms. Unlike pinhole and fiber spatial filters, which employ lenses and apertures in the transform plane, nonspatial filters operate directly on the laser beam. This eliminates the need for laser beam focusing, which is the source of many of the material and alignment instabilities and laser power limitations of spatial filters. Standard holographic materials are not suitable for this application because differential shrinkage during processing limits the maximum Bragg angle selectivity attainable, and because they are generally too thin. New technologies that eliminate the problem of differential shrinkage are described. These technologies are based either on the use of a rigid porous substrate material, such as porous glass, filled with a light-sensitive material, such as holographic photopolymers or dichromated gelatin, or on the use of a thick photopolymer with diffusion amplification (PDA). We report results of holographic nonspatial filtering of a laser beam in one dimension, with an angular selectivity of better than 1 mrad. © 1997 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(97)01606-1]
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1 Introduction

The laser owes much of its usefulness to its inherent high degree of spectral purity and spatial uniformity. This spectral purity, however, also produces a large coherence length, which makes laser light very sensitive to the spatial imperfections (such as dirt and scratches) present in most optical components, including the laser optics themselves.

Spatial nonuniformities can seriously degrade the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of laser-based sensing systems. For example, a high-resolution image can lose information if the input laser beam has an intensity minimum at a critical feature location. It is also possible for the laser light to introduce erroneous information due to the inability to distinguish whether a particular intensity variation is produced by the image or by a laser beam imperfection. Aside from SNR degradation, spatial imperfections in laser beams degrade the accuracy of power delivery in high-power applications and the effective pointing stability in low-power systems.

Clearly, for practically any application, the input laser beam should be as clean as possible. Currently this is accomplished by spatial filtering.1 There are two types of spatial filters in widespread use. The most common is the so-called “pinhole” filter, which consists of a lens with a pinhole in the focal plane. For more demanding applications, the pinhole is replaced by a single-mode optical fiber. The problem with both types of spatial filters is the requirement for matching spatially and angularly a tightly focused laser beam to a small target. This problem is aggravated by the fact that positioning is three dimensional, since tightly focused laser beams have short Rayleigh lengths. Experimentally, the initial alignment (or realignment) of spatial filters is difficult and tedious and requires a manual search.
through 3-D position space in an attempt to maximize the throughput intensity. Furthermore, maintaining proper alignment is often a problem.

Moreover, the focusing required for both pinhole and fiber spatial filters are problematic when used with high-power lasers. A high-power laser can damage a pinhole or even create a new one. They are usually aligned with the power turned down. If the pinhole position changes or if there is a slight misalignment, a high-power laser can damage the pinhole or damage the edges when the power is increased. Fibers have many of these problems and in addition have other unique ones in that the focused energy can produce nonlinear optical interactions (e.g., in Brillouin and Raman scattering) and index changes, or even permanent damage due to heating. Because these devices are in the focal plane of the converging lens, there are problems due to reflections that are, by definition, reflected back into the laser itself, occasionally with disastrous effects.

To solve the numerous problems inherent in spatial filters, we have developed nonspatial filtering.2–4 The basic idea of nonspatial filtering is similar to spatial filtering. In spatial filters, since a laser beam with arbitrary spatial variations in intensity can be expressed as linear combinations of plane waves, a Fourier transform lens is used to convert the propagation angle into position. The pinhole then selects the spatial on-axis component and blocks the others. In contrast, nonspatial filtering is done directly on the laser beam propagation angle. A holographic filter element is inserted in the laser beam path to selectively diffract light propagating at a particular on-axis angle, and transmit without diffraction the unwanted light (to be discarded, but not reflected back into the laser or absorbed by the filter). In particular, we use a very thick hologram as the filter element. The Bragg selectivity of such a hologram guarantees that only waves propagating at a particular angle (namely, the Bragg angle) are diffracted and deflected. Two-dimensional filtering can be achieved by using two such holograms in series. Since the nonspatial filter operates with an unfocused beam and relies on Bragg selectivity to remove excess or arbitrary spatial variations in intensity, the majority of the problems due to focusing are alleviated.

Standard holographic materials are not suitable for this application because differential shrinkage during holographic processing limits the maximum Bragg angle selectivity attainable by affecting the Bragg angle in a nonuniform manner. What is needed is a holographic structure with negligible differential shrinkage during processing. This paper reports on such holographic structures and their performance as nonspatial filters.

2 Theory

The theory of wave propagation in thick hologram is well known.5,6 For simplicity, we consider here the special case of no absorption with only phase modulation due to the presence of index modulation. For a monochromatic hologram with a grating periodicity of \( \Lambda \), the angle of incidence \( \theta_b \) for a perfectly phase matched Bragg diffraction is given by

\[
\cos (\theta_b) = \frac{\lambda}{2n\Lambda}.
\]

Here, the angle of incidence \( \theta_b \) is the angle between the incident ray and the holographic fringes within the media. Also, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of incident light, and \( n \) is the average index of refraction of the hologram. Here we assume that the hologram fringes are perpendicular to the surface of the hologram. In this case, \( \theta_b \) is related to \( q \) in Fig. 1 by Snell’s law (\( \sin \theta_b = n \sin \theta \)). The diffraction efficiency, \( \eta \), is then given by

\[
\eta = \sin^2 \left( \frac{\pi n_1 d}{\lambda \cos \theta_b} \right).
\]

Here, \( n_1 \) is the amplitude of the sinusoidal index modulation, and \( d \) is the thickness of the hologram. The smallest value of \( n_1 \) for which maximum diffraction can be obtained varies inversely with the thickness, and is very small for very thick holograms. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the angular selectivity is given by

\[
\delta \theta_{\text{FWHM}} \approx \frac{\lambda}{d}.
\]

For the typical angular deviation used in the nonspatial filter (\( \theta = 45 \text{ deg} \)) the beam deviation is approximately 90 deg, and for such substantial deviations the relative angular selectivity and wavelength selectivity are similar.6 For a 1-mrad beam cleanup filter, the wavelength sensitivity would also be \( 10^{-3} \). Laser linewidths are several orders of magnitude narrower than this and are not differentiated by the filter. For high wavelength sensitivity, if desired, the deviation must be close to 180 deg (reflective geometry). The highest angular and lowest wavelength selectivity occur for small angle deviations, but practical considerations lead to the choice of a larger angle.

3 Thick Recording Media

As a result of the theoretical analysis (see Sec. 2 and Ref. 3), we determined that a holographic grating to be used as a nonspatial filter with an angular half width selectivity of 0.5 to 2 mrad, should be 0.5 to 2 mm thick and should have a spatial frequency approaching 3500 mm\(^{-1}\). For high-
efficiency holograms, this medium must have a refractive index modulation of about 1 to $4 \times 10^{-4}$. Such 3-D gratings can be recorded in thick recording media using impregnated porous glasses\(^7\) and also on photopolymers with diffusion amplification\(^6\) (PDA). By comparison, a $40 \times$ objective with a 5-$\mu$m pinhole yields angular selectivity of approximately 1 mrad.

The porous volume recording media are based on a rigid silicate porous matrix filled with a photosensitive material. The photosensitive material is introduced into the pores inside this porous matrix, but it covers only the surface of these interconnected pores. This composite material forms a continuous capillary network that conveniently provides a network for reagent penetration inside the specimen during the processing of the hologram. The completed device is then a composite material (porous glass and processed photosensitive material) with the desired index modulation.

The requirements of the system are mechanical rigidity, fairly large free volume of internal pores, and pore size less than the recording and playback wavelengths. These porous glasses have a free volume of connected pores equal to 0.15 to 0.35 cm\(^3\)/g with a specific surface of 100 to 300 m\(^2\)/g and a cavity pore diameter of about 10 to 30 nm. This is ample for holographic recording and playback with a low level of light scattering.

Another useful thick medium is PDA consisting of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) with included photochromic quinone molecules. The reaction of the phenantrenquinone photoreconstruction in PMMA leads to the formation of phenantric structures associated with polymers. As a result, during recording, two opposite phase gratings are produced. During postexposure processing (thermal treatment) the free quinone molecules are redistributed uniformly, which removes one of the phase gratings and thus increases substantially the holographic efficiency. This redistribution leads to the disappearance of one of the opposite phase gratings and, thus, to a considerable increase of the hologram diffraction efficiency.

For high-quality recording and the evaluation of gratings with high angular selectivity the following conditions must be ensured:

1. There are negligible nonuniformities in the laser beam that would lead to spatial exposure variations.
2. The angular deviations in parts of the exposure beam are less than the desired angular selectivity. The recording beam must be better than the eventual clean laser beam in use.
3. The filter surfaces must be carefully index matched, because of the porous structure of the surface.
4. The structure must be mounted carefully during recording and during measurement to avoid even slight deformation of the substrate.

An ideal method for measuring the holograms is to use a well-collimated beam and measure and record the angles and efficiencies of the holograms in small areas and thus map the entire area. Problems inadvertently introduced (i.e., 1 to 3, just listed) can be identified in this way.

The angular selectivity profile was obtained by means of intensity measurements in the hologram zero order, while the hologram is rotated (the intensity detector does not move). It is simpler to measure the undiffracted light as the hologram is rotated than to track and measure the diffracted beam.

4.2 Experimental Results

We performed a series of experiments to fabricate highly selective holographic elements in porous glasses and also in PDA.

We previously reported\(^3\) results on the complete testing of holograms recorded in a porous material to find an optimal combination of recording parameters (specimen thickness, spatial frequency, exposure) resulting in the fabrication of a highly selective and highly efficient nonspatial filter. Here we have achieved values of the refractive index modulation of the order of $\sim 10^{-3}$, which is sufficient for holograms (0.5 to 2 mm thick) with diffraction efficiency approaching 100%. Holograms 2 mm thick yield filters with an angular selectivity contour of 0.5 mrad.

To study the resolution ability of the materials, a series of holograms with different spatial frequencies and equal exposures were recorded. The amplitude of refractive index modulation was calculated based on the measurements of hologram diffraction efficiency. Suitable refractive index modulation was obtained with increasing grating spatial frequency up to 3400 mm\(^{-1}\) (see Fig. 2).

Figure 3 represents the experimental and calculated values of the angular selectivity contour for different spatial frequencies of the holographic element ($T = 0.7$ and $\lambda = 0.488 \mu$m, where $T$ is the hologram thickness and $\lambda$ is the recording wavelength). One can see that experimental angular selectivity is good, but not as good (low) as predicted. There is a clear relationship\(^7\) between nonuniform index modulation and the angular selectivity contour. There are at least two sources of index modulation nonuniformity. They are variable exposure, either due to beam inhomogeneities or due to beam absorption in the hologram during exposure, and nonuniformities in the absorption by the po-
rrous media of both the photosensitive media and the processing agents. Nonuniformity changes and usually widens the angular selectivity contour.

To analyze and compare selective features of holograms recorded in porous materials and PDA we prepared specimens of the same thickness (~1.8 mm) and recorded holographic gratings with the same spatial frequency (2200 mm\(^{-1}\)).

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) present the measured contours of angular selectivity for these two materials. Figure 4(c) displays the theoretical angular selectivity contour for this grating (assuming uniform sinusoidal index modulation). As can be seen, the half width of the experimental contours of angular selectivity of the 3-D grating are somewhat greater than the theory: the bandwidth of the theoretical contour is \(2.15 \times 10^{-4}\) rad, that for porous material is \(8 \times 10^{-4}\) rad, and that for PDA is \(5 \times 10^{-4}\) rad. A part of this difference is not real (due to the filter) but is due to the angular divergence of the test laser (\(3 \times 10^{-4}\) rad).

Previously we analyzed the relationship between the angular selectivity contour and the index modulation nonuniformity character. The result for a porous hologram [as presented in Fig. 4(a)] is that the two large sidelobes are to be expected if the index modulation is relatively high at the top and bottom surfaces and low in the middle of the filter. This is consistent with the diffusion of the photosensitive material and the processing reagents through the two surfaces. The index modulation is higher near the surfaces, and lower in the middle. The PDA clearly does not have such sidelobes.

One can change the shape of the angular selectivity contour by changing the preparation procedure of the porous photosensitive material. For instance, a grating with a maximum index modulation in the filter center would have a smooth contour of angular selectivity without lateral maxima.

Figure 5 shows the result of a beam cleanup in one dimension. The beam was a Gaussian HeNe and the filter was not index matched. The profile of the transmitted (or input) beam is shown in Fig. 6. The profile can be cleaned up in the other direction with a second filter.
The holographic laser filter described here is currently a 1-D, viable device. The future direction of this work will be first to use two crossed nonspatial filters to completely filter a laser beam. A single filter with, for example, vertical fringes filters the laser beam in the horizontal direction. A second filter with horizontal fringes will diffract vertically and complete the laser filtering. It is clear that in many ways this device will function better than the spatial filters it replaces (pinholes and optical fibers). Besides being simpler and easier to operate than previous systems, it avoids many of the substantive, fundamental problems of spatial filters in high-power or high-energy laser beam cleanup, as pointed out in the introduction.

Two of these filters properly oriented proved capable of cleaning the beam in both the horizontal and vertical directions. For each filter, only one adjustment is necessary, as each hologram is quite insensitive to the angle orthogonal to which it is supersensitive. Untrained workers learned within minutes how to establish alignment within seconds; that is, a hologram alignment is much simpler than pinhole alignment. The output beam is deviated from the input beam, but (essentially by definition, since two intersecting straight lines define a plane) in the same plane. Details of the mounting and adjustment will be presented in another paper.

In addition to the advantages of this new technology in comparison with conventional techniques, there are some additional features that are unique to the holographic filter. The primary one is the fact that the amplitude of the index modulation can be varied as a function of the depth of the filter. Such variations lead to modifications of the angular selectivity profile. The output laser beam can have a contour as well as an angular divergence, as required. Additional benefits of this technology are that the output can be tailored in shape as well. The output beam can be designed to be parallel, diverging, or even converging. Other potential applications include use as an étalon and as a Raman filter or for spectroscopic analysis.
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